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Truth One:  You Make a Difference
• Do you exercise influence in ways that help or hinder the goals of your organization?
• Can you recite the mission, vision, values and goals of your organization?
• Do you exercise influence making note of relevant observations?
• Do you exercise influence by modeling positive, proactive behavior? 

Truth Two & Three:  Credibility is Key & You Either Lead by Example or You Don’t Lead at Al
• Do you “model the way” for others by praying daily, worshiping weekly and reading the Bible?
• Do you “model the way” for others by speaking well other others?
• Do you “model the way” for others by serving at and beyond the congregation?
• Do you “model the way” for others by giving generously and making a pledge?

Truth Four:  Values Drive Commitment
• Can you state the congregation’s values and describe ways the congregation is living them out to others?
• Do you embrace and actively promote the congregation’s stated values? 
• Do the values of the congregation inform your decision-making?
• Do you make note of when the congregation fails to honor its core values?

Truth Five:  Focusing on the Future Sets Leaders Apart
• As a leader, are you forward thinking?
• Do you regularly brainstorm ways the congregation can live more fully into 

its mission and vision?
• Do you monitor the “cultural landscape,” considering how changes in 

society and technology impact congregational strategies and operations?
• Do you see yourself as a spiritual elder, charged with discerning God’s 

preferred future for your congregation?
• Do you welcome changes that sustain and enhance your congregational 

ministries?

Truth Six:  You Can’t Do It Alone
• Do you take responsibility for identifying and developing new leaders?
• Do you spend time and energy engaging more members in mission and ministry?
• Do you focus on your strengths, acknowledge your limitations, and allow other to fill your gaps?

Truth Seven:  Trust Rules
• Do people trust your character - being a person of integrity, honesty, and transparency?
• Do people trust your competence - having the skills and willpower to deliver desired results?
• Do you create safe places for transparent conversations and nurture a healthy congregational culture?
• Are you transparent about your intentions and motivations? 
• Do you avoid becoming enmeshed in situations that do not involve you?

Truth Eight:  Challenge is the Crucible for Greatness
• As a leader, do you cast a compelling vision about our congregation’s future and regularly share it with 

others? Is the vision sufficiently compelling that people would be willing to sacrifice in order to achieve it?
• Do you anticipate obstacles and find ways through them or around them?

Truth Nine:  The Best Leaders are the Best Learners
• As a leader, are you always learning - from people, books, experiences?
• Do you take time to reflect on what they’re learning and make the necessary course corrections?
• Do you provide opportunities for others to learn alongside you?

Truth Ten:  Leadership is an Affair of the Heart
• On a scale of 1-10 (10-very), how passionate are you about the ministries you represent?
• Are you know for being an energizing person who brings out the best in others and the congregation?

These “ten truths” questions are based on the book, The 10 Truths of Leadership by Ron Heifetz 

“Leadership is 
a choice. Are 
you choosing 

to lead?”


